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Abstract—A subwavelength array of planar triangle monopole
antennas is proposed and discussed in this paper. Each element of
the array is etched with many cross slots which bring no effects to
the element’s performances of voltage standing wave ratio and farfield radiation patterns. An important property of this antenna is
that if multiple such planar antennas are placed face to face, the
proposed array can perform time-reversal far-field focusing with a
super-resolution as small as one twentieth of a wavelength. The
proposed subwavelength array is easy to design and convenient for
integration.
1. INTRODUCTION
Antenna system has wide applications in mobile electronics such as
wireless mobile communication, radio frequency identification (RFID),
and wireless sensor network [1–13]. These systems, aiming to achieve
multiple-antenna design with multiple independent channels on sizelimited platforms, always seek means to greatly improve the capacity
and data-rate of communication. According to traditional antenna
theory, in order to obtain excellent gain of space diversity and space
multipexing, the minimum distance between antenna units should be
more than one half-wavelength, thus causes large physical volume
in structure. Moreover, the diffraction limit of electromagnetic
wave due to the loss of evanescent waves in the far field which
carry high spatialspectrum information, restrains the resolution of
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electromagnetic devices. Despite many efforts are put for minimization
of antenna units, integration of multiple antennas with independent
channels on size-limited mobile electronic terminals is still a challenge.
Therefore, the conception of subwavelength antenna system, which
could achieve reduction of device space with electromagnetic time
reversal (TR) technique, leads to one new research direction for
compact wireless mobile terminals.
Featuring of its adaptive focusing characteristic, TR technique
has been used in lots of applications such as underwater acoustics
communication, medical, electromagnetic imaging, and ultra-wideband
wireless communication [1–19]. Recently, one completely new approach
to achieve super-resolution has been offered by TR technique [20–
22]. In 2007, a subwavelength array with a distance of λ/30 between
each antenna element was proposed to exploit the far-field superresolution characteristics of TR electromagnetic wave for high-quality
communication in a reverberant chamber [23–26]. Based on these
researches, we have recently done several simulations and experiments
about TR electromagnetic wave [27–30], as well as further researches
for super-resolution by combining TR with subwavelength array [31].
In particularly, as pointed out in [32] that in the subwavelength
array, each antenna element could hold independent high-data-rate
communication at 500 Mb/s when distance between each element is
λ/15. This result offers important inspiration for the simplification of
subwavelength array structure.
In this paper, a compact subwavelength array of planar triangle
monopole antennas is proposed. Each triangle monopole antenna is
etched with many microstructured cross slot, and different locations
of the cross slots lead to three different kinds of antenna as shown in
Figure 1. Through comparison of the electromagnetic characteristic
of these antenna elements, and the resolution characteristic of their
corresponding arrays, we find the subwavelength array with ideal
super-resolution.
2. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
2.1. Performance of Individual Planar Monopole
Three different types of antenna elements are depicted in Figure 1(a),
Figure 1(b), and Figure 1(c), respectively These antennas are all built
on the 36 mm × 90 mm × 0.5 mm substrates with a relative permittivity
of εr = 2.2. The input impedance of the feeding line is 50 Ω and
14.1 mm long. The impedance matching lines, L1 and L2 , are both
16.0 mm long. For the radiation part, the base line W3 is 30 mm and the
height H3 is 39.5 mm. All microstructured cross slots etched on perfect
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Figure 1. Details of three antenna elements, (a) cross slots etched
on the ground floor of the feeding line, (b) cross slots etched on the
radiation part, (c) cross slots etched on both the radiation part and the
ground floor of the feeding line, and (d) the cross slot. (units: mm).
electric conductor (PEC), and the dimension of the cross slot is shown
in Figure 1(d). The arrangement of the first type antenna is presented
in Figure 1(a), where the cross slots are not etched on the triangle
radiation part, but only on the ground floor of the feeding line, and
the distance W1 between the slots in the horizontal direction is 3.3 mm,
W2 in the vertical direction is 3.0 mm. Arrangement for the second type
antenna is shown in Figure 1(b), where the cross slots are only etched
on the triangle radiation part with W4 in the horizontal direction being
3.0 mm and W5 in the vertical direction 5.0 mm, and the feeding line
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has an ordinary ground floor. Figure 1(c) is for the last type antenna
element, where the cross slots are etched on both the triangle radiation
part and the ground floor of feeding line, and the cross slots on the floor,
in a different way from Figure 1(a), are only etched at the upper edge
near the triangle radiation element with three rows of the cross slots.
Simulation results of VSWRs and radiation patterns for the three type
antennas are all given in Figure 2 and Figure 3. In the frequency range

Figure 2. Simulation results of VSWRs of the antennas in Figure 1,
VSWR1 for the antenna in Figure 1(a), VSWR2 for Figure 1(b), and
VSWR3 for Figure 1(c).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Simulation results of far-field radiation patterns of the
antennas in Figure 1 at 3.5 GHz. (a) E-plane copolarization patterns,
E1 -plane for the antenna in Figure 1(a), E2 -plane for Figure 1(b), and
E3 -plane for Figure 1(c). (b) H-plane copolarization patterns, H1 plane for the antenna in Figure 1(a), H2 -plane for Figure 1(b), and
H3 -plane for Figure 1(c).
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from 2.4 GHz to 5.5 GHz, these three curves for VSWR, all smaller than
2.2, are almost the same. When it comes to the radiation patterns, the
clear comparison is given Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b). In Figure 3(a),
under the test frequency 3.5 GHz, E1 -plane, E2 -plane and E3 -plane,
are the E-plane copolarization radiation patterns. And in Figure 3(b),
under the test frequency 3.5 GHz, H1 -plane, H2 -plane and H3 -plane,
are the H-plane copolarization radiation patterns. Comparison of
the results demonstrates that the radiation characteristics for these
three type antenna elements witness no great difference. Based on
these simulation results, it shows that these three antenna elements
exhibit relatively stable and similar radiation characteristics in the
whole frequency range, so the cross slots structures would not cause
change to the performance of combination antenna element.
2.2. Super-resolution Characteristics of Subwavelength
Array
When four such etched planar monopoles in Figure 1(c) are placed
face to face at an interval of λ/20 apart from one another along the
z direction, shown as in Figure 4, they form a subwavelength array,
where λ is the wavelength of the centre operation frequency. This array
can display far-field super-resolution characteristics in a time-reversal
electromagnetic wave system.

Figure 4. Proposed subwavelength array with four planar triangle
monopoles.
In literature [23] and [32], the mechanism of far-field superresolution characteristic for TR electromagnetic wave are concluded as
follows: the fine subwavelength information in the near-field evanescent
waves are converted into the far-field propagating waves with the aid
of randomly-distributed metal wires around each array element. Here,
through the aperiodical cross slots on each planar triangle monopole,
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near-field evanescent waves can be converted into propagating waves
which can be received, time-reversed by a time reversal mirror (TRM)
in the far-field, and then re-transmitted back. Based on [33] and [34],
evanescent waves and propagating waves are reciprocal, so the far-field
time-reversed wave generated from the evanescent waves of the source
is converted back into initial evanescent components, which therefore
plays important roles for super-resolution refocusing. In order to verify
the working mechanism, experiments have been conducted as follows.
As shown in Figure 5, the proposed subwavelength array are tested
in an electromagnetic TR experiment system. The subwavelength
array is 40λ away from a TRM which is made up of two identical bowtie
antennas with ultra wideband property and simple structure [35].
One modulated Gaussian pulse signal with a spectrum range of
2.4 GHz–5.5 GHz is transmitted by an Arbitrary Waveform Generator
AWG7122B from Tektronix, and received by a Digital Serial Analyzer
DSA72004B from Tektronix.

Figure 5. Electromagnetic TR experiment system for the proposed
subwavelength array.
The whole experiment is divided into three steps:
Firstly, original pulse x(t) is transmitted from the first antenna
in the TRM for channel sounding. After transmission, signal received
at the nth (n = 1, 2, . . . , 4.) element in the subwavelength array is
recorded as y1,n (t). Then, x(t) is transmitted again from the second
antenna in the TRM and the received signals at the subwavelength
array are recorded as y2,n (t) (n = 1, 2, . . . , 4.). Due to reciprocity of
the channels, ym,n (t) (m = 1, 2) also represents the received signal at
the mth antenna in the TRM when x(t) is transmitted from the nth
element in the subwavelength array.
Secondly, ym,n (t) (n = 1, 2, . . . , 4.) is time-reversed to ym,n (−t)
based on the first-in-last-out rule. Then y1,n (−t) and y2,n (−t) are
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transmitted simultaneously from the first and second antennas in the
TRM, and the final signals would be received at the ith element in the
T R (t) (i = 1, 2, . . . , 4.).
subwavelength array, denoted as yi,n
T R (t) (i =
Thirdly, we record the peak values Ai,n of signal yi,n
1, 2, . . . , 4.) and observe the super-resolution characteristics of the
array.
In the experiment, subwavelength array in Figure 4 is constructed
with the monopole shown in Figure 1(c), and the original signal x(t)
for transmission is depicted in Figure 6. The signals received at
the TRM, y1,2 (t) and y2,2 (t), sent from the second element of the
subwavelength array, are given in Figures 7(a)–(b). The final signals
T R (t) (i = 1, 2, . . . , 4.) received at the four etched planar triangle
yi,2
monopoles after time reversal and re-transmission are demonstrated
in Figures 8(a)–(d). Furthermore, the peak values Ai,2 of signals
T R (t) (i = 1, 2, . . . , 4.) are normalized to A
yi,2
2,2 and then depicted
as curve ‘Antenna-2’ in Figure 9. As shown in this curve, Ai,2
(i = 1, 3, and 4) are smaller than half of A2,2 , which means that
signals are mainly focusing back at the second antenna element in
this subwavelength array. Super-resolution characteristics are observed

Figure 6. The original signal x(t).
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Figure 7. Received signals at the TRM, (a) y1,2 (t) and (b) y2,2 (t),
sent from the second element of the subwavelength array.
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Figure 8. The final signals
(i = 1, 2, . . . , 4.) received at
the four etched planar triangle monopoles after time reversal and reT R (t), (b) y T R (t), (c) y T R (t), and (d) y T R (t).
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4,2
from curve ‘Antenna-2’ as expected. For n = 1, 3, and 4, we can
similarly get other curves ‘Antenna-1’, ‘Antenna-3’, and ‘Antenna-4’
shown as in Figure 9 and observe the super-resolution characteristics.
Curves in Figure 9 prove that the array constructed with
the monopole in Figure 1(c) really has super-resolution focusing
characteristic. Nevertheless, if we take the monopoles in Figure 1(a)
and Figure 1(b) as the element to build up one 4-element array as well,
and follow the same steps as above, we can get the results in Figure 10
and Figure 11. Viewing from the results of the other two arrays, we
can find that if the cross slots are only etched on the triangle radiation
part or the ground floor of the feeding line, neither of the arrays can
demonstrate ideal super-resolution focusing. Actually, if the triangle
radiation part was not etched with cross slots, evanescent waves
near the antenna element would have failed to be transformed into
propagating waves after the TR operation, thus the super-resolution
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Figure 9. Experiment results for the normalized peak values of the
received TR signals at the four elements of the subwavelength array
constructed with the monopole shown in Figure 1(c). It demonstrates
the super-resolution focusing characteristics of the array. Curves
“Antenna-1”, “Antenna-2”, “Antenna-3”, and “Antenna-4” stand for
the normalized peak values of signals, Ai,1 (i = 1, 2, 3, and 4), Ai,2 ,
Ai,3 , and Ai,4 , respectively.

Figure 10.
Experiment results for the normalized peak
values of the received TR signals at the four elements of the
subwavelength array constructed
with the monopole shown in Figure 1(a). Curves “Antenna-1”,
“Antenna-2”, “Antenna-3”, and
“Antenna-4” stand for the normalized peak values of signals,
Ai,1 (i = 1, 2, 3, and 4), Ai,2 , Ai,3 ,
and Ai,4 , respectively.

Figure 11.
Experiment results for the normalized peak
values of the received TR signals at the four elements of the
subwavelength array constructed
with the monopole shown in Figure 1(b). Curves “Antenna-1”,
“Antenna-2”, “Antenna-3”, and
“Antenna-4” stand for the normalized peak values of signals,
Ai,1 (i = 1, 2, 3, and 4), Ai,2 , Ai,3 ,
and Ai,4 , respectively.
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characteristics would not have been achieved. Additionally, since the
upper edge of the ground floor is also an essential radiation part of
the monopole, if the floor was not etched with cross slots as shown in
Figure 1(b), the subwavelength array would still obtained no superresolution characteristics. Based on the above analysis, we choose
the antenna element in Figure 1(c) to construct the subwavelength
array, and get ideal super-resolution focusing characteristic with the
aid of TR technique. When compared with the metal-wires array [23],
the subwavelength array proposed in this paper, with the antenna
element distance of only λ/20, achieves important improvement in
structure simplification, and owns great convenience for fabrication
and integration.
3. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a subwavelength array of planar triangle
monopoles with microstructured cross slots. Simulation results of farfield radiation pattern and VSWR show that the cross slot structures
do not alter radiation performance of individual antenna element. An
important property of this array is that it can perform time-reversal
far-field focusing with a super-resolution as small as 1/20 wavelength.
The subwavelength array with planar structures could lead to volume
reduction for wireless terminals. And this subwavelength array,
compared with the complicated random distribution of a big number
of metal wires around the short monopoles [23], witnesses great
simplification and thus gains significant advantage for easy integration.
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